Remote Team Orchestration
Today, teams need to deliver an increasing set of strategic
goals as quickly as possible, without compromising operational
resilience or business as usual.

This is particularly important when you have virtual teams, whether
as part of normal operations or as a result of a major disruption to
business, such as a disaster or pandemic.
Remote working can create a wealth of challenges for businesses, from collaboration and
productivity to secure application access and network latency. To execute critical work
successfully, businesses need to enable virtual teams to operate seamlessly without faceto-face collaboration.
The Cutover platform brings teams together to help them plan, rehearse, orchestrate
and analyze critical work quickly and effectively. By eliminating the need for static
spreadsheets, calls and long email chains, Cutover empowers teams to move quickly with
confidence - no matter where they are.

Thank you, Cutover. Your platform has been
absolutely foundational to everything we
achieved this past weekend where the vast
majority of the staff were remote. Trying to
execute such a complex, multi-threaded and
cross-party migration without Cutover would
not have been possible.
Project Implementation Manager
Global Investment Bank

Why Partner with Cutover?
As a leader in work orchestration and observability, Cutover is
helping some of the largest, most complex organizations in the
world to navigate a change-driven economy, no matter where
their teams are. Built to enhance collaboration during IT change,
Cutover’s platform brings virtual teams together to seamlessly
plan, rehearse, execute and analyze transformations, operational
resilience activities, and technology and business changes.

We’re certainly
operating in interesting
times right now. We
are using Cutover to
great effect to manage
the payload of change
during this period of
heightened awareness
on any change activity.
Paul Austen,
Head of Environments as
a Service, Barclays Bank

Our Clients
Cutover is trusted by well-known financial institutions
all over the world, including leading global banks,
two of the top three US banks by size, and three
of the top five investment banks globally.

Contact us
For more information contact your customer success
manager or email us at info@cutover.com

For news and updates search for Cutover on
LinkedIn or follow us on Twitter: @gocutover

www.cutover.com

